DMSphere
Data Management WorkBench

Built for clinical data management
professionals, DMSphere is a cutting-edge
solution that eliminates the need for timeconsuming manual listing reviews through
the automation of complex relationship
checks and cross-domain validation and
reconciliation reviews. Paired with a library
of aggregate quality checks, smart checks,
and discrepancy management capabilities,
DMSphere provides a 360° view of the data
in near real-time. Powered by AI/ML and
ThoughtSphere’s patented ClinHUB data
aggregation engine, DMSphere will increase
the overall quality and reliability of your
clinical data and save valuable time doing so.

Poor Quality Data Puts Clinical Trials at Risk
Ensuring data reliability and protecting safety and efficacy critical-to-quality
factors is a primary objective of clinical data professionals. This requires the
use of pro-active signal detection algorithms and robust data validation
checks to look across data variables, domains, and sources to identify data
inconsistencies, data gaps, and interrogate questionable data.
While simple field-level data checks can fire at the point of entry in many
data collection systems, more complex exploratory and validation reviews
that look across data variables, domains and/or sources typically require
manual review. Manual review not only introduces the potential for

identifying and addressing issues. This outdated and
time-consuming review approach no longer meets the
needs of current trial designs and the speed at which data
is collected. Now more than ever, data managers need a
flexible solution that uses advanced AI/ML algorithms to
explore aggregate data behind the scenes, automates
complex reviews, and provides a comprehensive
discrepancy management workflow.

human-error, but it is also a costly and time-consuming endeavor. Furthermore, manual listing reviews are often conducted on a cadence-based
schedule (e.g., once a month) which creates an unnecessary delay in

Enhance Speed and Quality of Data in Clinical Research
Put the power of the data in the hands of data managers. Apply aggregate level
quality checks that look across the data fabric to uncover duplicate patients, digit
preferences, and unexpected data correlations. Leverage DMSphere’s library of
smart checks that use NLP and text comparison algorithms to auto-configure
data rules that run against the data. Use the advanced expression builder to easily
configure and automate custom relationship checks to ensure errors that matter
are identified.
As data comes in, discovery alerts notify users of discrepancies to be actioned.
The configurable user workflows streamline the review process and allow users
to re-assign actions, attach files to actions, and create follow-up actions when
needed. For discrepancies that need to be queried, the system facilitates query
text generation including write-back capabilities to the EDC.
DMSphere’s operational oversight dashboards provide data professionals the
necessary oversight needed to ensure data re view compliance and data
deliverables are met. With pre-configured dashboards available, they can track
patient status and cleanliness parameters across functions within a secure and
controlled environment.

REDUCE TIME, COSTS
AND HUMAN ERROR
Streamline and automate data
cleansing and data validation
reviews including SAE & 3rd Party
data reconciliation

IDENTIFY ISSUES AT THE
AGGREGATE LEVEL
Surface unexpected data
correlations, digit preferences and
duplicate patients

SUPPORT A HOLISITC
REVIEW APPROACH
Facilitate cross-functional
collaboration to protect patient
safety and critical-to-quality factors
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Activities such as document and data review and monitoring, where
conducted retrospectively, are an important part of a quality assurance
process; but, even when combined with audits, they are not sufficient to
ensure quality of a clinical study.
- ICH E8 (R1), Section 3.1

Put the power
of the data in
the hands of the
data managers

Features and Capabilities
Study Start-Up & Planning

Study Conduct & Discrepancy Management

• Apply aggregate level quality checks to work behindthe-scenes to uncover atypical patterns, data signals,
& outliers not detectable through traditional data
management reviews

• Automate discrepancy discovery and assign review actions

• Rank data checks based on their relation to critical-toquality factors so data reviewers can prioritize them in
the review workflows

• Associate prior actions and queries to discrepancy reviews
to provide context and facilitate cross-functional collaboration

• Use the library of pre-seeded data checks or create
custom data checks using the user-friendly expression
builder

Study Oversight & Data Delivery

• Automate complex data validation & relationship checks
across variables, domains, and/or sources (eliminate
manual listing reviews)
• Create a library of standard data checks and
reconciliation rules to be used across studies,
therapeutic areas and/or vendors to drive consistency
and efficiencyacross variables, domains, and/or
sources (eliminate manual listing reviews)

• Send email alerts to notify users of significant safety
discrepancies requiring expedited review

• Track data cleanliness parameters at the patient level to monitor
cross-functional data review activities and facilitate batch cleaning
• Monitor data review workflows at the domain, user, and site level
to uncover areas that require attention
• Use out-of-the-box dashboards to quickly prioritize data review
activities and/or subjects to support data deliverables
• Use the SDTM Data Export Configuration feature to catalogue
and collate required documentation for data deliverables
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